MISSION-DRIVEN TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Ace Computers is a technology solutions provider helping customers stay connected and achieve mission success with industry-leading computer products, supplies and services that are made in America.

Since 1983, we have been building high-quality technology products for federal, state and local governments, academic institutions and corporations using the same components as top manufacturers at a fraction of the price. From forensic workstations for the federal government, military and law enforcement, to powerful supercomputers for educational research, to desktops for business use, Ace Computers builds IT solutions that deliver optimal performance and solve technology challenges.

**OUR SOLUTIONS**

**Forensic Computing**
Forensic computing plays a critical role in law enforcement and government investigations. We design secure workstations for the acquisition and examination of digital evidence sourced from a full array of devices.

**High-performance Computing**
High-performance computing delivers much higher performance than a regular desktop or workstation. Our solutions use the latest architectures and technologies to provide optimal performance at an affordable price.

**Desktops, Workstations & Servers**
Desktops, workstations and servers are essential for writing, coding, data storage, cloud applications and more. Ace Computers delivers quality, cost-competitive products to military, government, academia and corporate America.
INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

Federal & Military
Our high-end computer solutions help power the missions of numerous federal agencies and the United States military. We provide enterprise and datacenter solutions for federal agencies and clusters, workstations, and desktops to the men and women of the armed forces, both deployed and stateside.

Higher Education
Colleges, universities and research labs need to do everything they can to maintain cost without sacrificing quality. Our computers and high-performance clusters help educational institutions save money while giving students and researchers the power they need to stay ahead.

State & Local
From replacing aging infrastructure to ensuring agencies have fast, powerful workstations, we provide state and local entities with the technological capabilities they need now and into the future.

Corporate
Our computers allow companies to stay connected and get their work done with power and reliability. Designed to work at maximum speed in an office or a virtual work environment, our solutions can meet the needs of a small workgroup or a large corporate department.

CONTRACTS
ADMC-3 • GSA • GSA CCS-2 QEB • SEWPV • WSIPC • NCPA
CASE STUDY

Air Force Mission Planning

Challenge
Scott Air Force Base’s Mission Planning Organization, Air Mobility Command (AMC), needed to replace nearly 1,000 workstations on base with high-quality, custom-built computers at a cost-effective price. With this division handling one third of the Air Force’s air traffic control, they also required superior customer support.

Results
All workstations were pre-configured to meet technical requirements in addition to custom labeling requirements and the creation of custom user and installation guides. Our system board optimized our ability to support the Air Force’s legacy systems and incorporated a high-quality CPU and discreet memory that allowed AMC to exceed its minimum requirements and stay within budget.

Solution
Ace Computers used our in-house expertise to create an affordable and reliable solution for AMC. We chose a preconfigured LogiCAD Workstation that could incorporate legacy components and meet all of AMC’s rigorous requirements.

"Ace Computers won the award with a superior product and a competitive price. Based on the work they have already done for us we would be confident making additional purchases from them. And because we are very pleased with the products they’ve built, we would be happy to recommend them to others."

Phil Holeman
Mission Planning Systems Hardware Manager
Scott AFB